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Abstract
A Kaluza-Klein decomposition of higher dimensional gravity is performed in the
flexible brane world scenario and the properties of the extra vectors resulting from
this decomposition are explored. These vectors become massive due to a gravitational
Higgs mechanism in which the brane oscillation Nambu-Goldstone bosons become the
longitudinal component of the vector fields. The vector mass is found to be proportional
to the exponential of the vacuum expectation value of the radion (dilaton) field and as
such its magnitude is model dependent. Using the structure of the embedding geometry,
the couplings of these vectors to the Standard Model, including those resulting from
the extrinsic curvature, are deduced. As an example, we show that for 5D space-time
the geometry of the bulk-brane world, either intrinsic or extrinsic, only depends on the
extra vector and the 4D graviton. The connection between the embedding geometry
and coset construction by non-linear realization is also presented.
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1 Introduction
If our world is a four dimensional brane floating in a higher dimensional space-time, an
important physical consequence is that the brane can fluctuate into the extra dimension(s).
As such, some higher dimensional symmetries, such as translation(s) along the extra dimen-
sion(s), will be spontaneously broken[1] and there will appear the corresponding Nambu-
Goldstone bosons. In the flexible brane limit where the scale that sets the brane tension,
FX , is much smaller than the D-dimensional Planck scale, MD, the Kaluza-Klein modes of
higher dimensional gravity decouple from the Standard Model particles. When the broken
higher dimensional symmetries are realized locally, a gravitational Higgs mechanism ensues
and these Nambu-Goldstone modes become the longitudinal components of massive vector
fields[1, 2]. The phenomenology of these (brane) vector fields has recently been considered[3]
and contrasted with that resulting from including only the longitudinal (branon) modes[4]-
[5].
Within a Kaluza-Klein formalism[6], these extra vectors originate from the off diagonal
components of the higher dimensional metric. Using this decomposition, it will be established
that the vector mass depends exponentially on the vacuum expectation value of the radion
(dilaton) field which is the scalar component in this decomposition. As such the value of
the vector mass is model dependent. In particular, it could be in the TeV range and thus
may be accessible to the LHC. The coupling of these vectors to the Standard Model and to
gravity can be obtained either via the method of nonlinear realizations of the spontaneously
broken symmetries of higher dimensional space-time, or by the embedding geometry of the
bulk-brane world. This paper addresses the latter approach.
Section 2 provides a decomposition of higher dimensional gravity as in Kaluza-Klein
theories resulting in an expression for the brane vector’s mass. The embedding frames
and the embedding conditions are introduced in section 3 along with their integrability
conditions which are described by Gauss-Weingarten equations and Gauss-Coddazi-Ricci
equations respectively. It is then shown how the intrinsic and extrinsic geometry depend on
the graviton and the brane vectors. In section 4, the connections between the embedding
geometry and non-linear realization method is established. Finally, conclusions are presented
in section 5.
2 Decomposition of Metric and Brane Vectors
The Kaluza-Klein formalism[6] provides the decomposition of the gravitational metric in
d > 4 dimensions into its various spin components in d = 4. In general, the d = 4 fields will
consist of the spin-2 graviton, spin-1 vector fields and scalar (radion or dilaton) degrees of
freedom. Traditionally, most applications of this formalism have attempted to unify gravity
with the Standard Model and as such have identified the vector fields with the gauge bosons
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of the Standard Model. However, this does not have to be the case and the vectors could
correspond to novel degrees of freedom. In this paper, they are identified with the vectors
which emerge in flexible brane world models as a consequence of the spontaneous breaking
of local space translation symmetries.
We begin by considering the zero modes of the 5D Kaluza-Klein metric tensor 6
GMN(x) = ρ
− 1
3
(
gµν + ρAµAν ρAµ
ρAν ρ
)
. (1)
Compactified on a circle with radius r, the 4D effective action is [6]
SG = −
1
2κ25
∫
d4xdy e(5)R(5)
= − 1
2κ2
∫
d4x e(4)[R(4) +
1
4
ρFµνF
µν +
1
6ρ2
∂µρ∂µρ] (2)
where Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ and κ5, κ are the 5D and 4D gravitational constants respectively
which are related via κ25 = 2πrκ
2. The indices are raised by gµν which is the inverse of
gµν . The presence of a 3-brane in the 5D bulk breaks the extra 5D translation and Lorentz
symmetry spontaneously. The position of the brane is provided by the embedding function
Y M = Y M(xµ) with xµ the coordinates on the brane. The brane action is of the Nambu-Goto
form built from the induced metric tensor [7] hµν = GMN∂µY
M∂νY
N and given by
Sbrane = F
4
X
∫
d4x
√
det hµν . (3)
We employ the static gauge defined by Y µ(x) = xµ, Y 5(x) = φ(x). The Nambu-Goldstone
boson φ describes the brane fluctuation for a 5D space-time with non-dynamical gravity.
When we consider a curved 5D space-time with dynamical gravity as (1) and compactify
the 5D theory on a circle, an extra vector field appears in the induced metric hµν after the
field φ is absorbed as the longitudinal component by Aµ [1]-[5]. Defining Xµ ≡ Aµ + ∂µφ,
the induced metric can be written as
hµν = ρ
− 1
3gµν + ρ
2
3 (Aµ + ∂µφ)(Aν + ∂νφ) = ρ
− 1
3 (gµν + ρXµXν) . (4)
Note that the field strength is Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ = ∂µXν − ∂νXµ and hence the kinetic
term of Aµ simply becomes the kinetic term of Xµ. The global limit is restored by taking
gµν = ηµν , Aµ = 0 , ρ = 1 . (5)
6The (4+N) dimensional space-time metric tensor ηAB has signature (−,+,+,+, · · · ,+). Curved indices
are denotedM,N, ... for the (4+N) dimensional space-time and µ, ν for the 4D theory, while the local Lorentz
indices are A,B, ... for (4+N)-dimensions and a, b, ... for 4D respectively . Finally, the indices i, j, ... label
the co-volume.
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Plugging the induced metric (4) into the brane action (3) yields
Sbrane =
∫
d4x F 4Xρ
− 2
3
√
detgµν
√
det (δτλ + ρX
τXλ)
=
∫
d4x F 4Xρ
− 2
3
√
detgµν(1 + κ
2X˜λX˜λ +O(X4)) . (6)
To canonically normalize the Maxwell term in eq. (2), we rescaled the vector field as Xµ =
κ
√
2
ρ
X˜µ, while the dilaton kinetic term in eq. (2) is put into canonical form after the
redefinition, ρ = e∓σ. So doing, the resulting vector mass is then gleaned as
m2
X˜
∼ e± 23<σ>κ2F 4X . (7)
If one takes < ρ >= 1, i.e. < σ >= 0, the mass of X˜µ is found to be m
2
X˜
∼ κ2F 4X . For
FX ∼ TeV , this mass is very small [4, 5]. However, in general, the size of the dilaton vacuum
value is model dependent and consequently so is the vector mass. Thus the “scaling factor”,
may exponentially increase or suppress the mass of the vector depending on the form of the
metric tensor in the extra dimensional space-time.
Now consider the more general case where there are N > 1 co-dimensions. The 3-brane
is embedded in a (4+N) -dimensional bulk space-time with topologyM4×B and coordinates
Y M = (xµ, yi) , where the co-volume B is a compact manifold with an isometry. The (4+N)
dimensional metric is
GMN =
(
gµν(x) + ρ(x)γij(y)A
i
µ(x, y)A
j
ν(x, y) ρ(x)γkj(y)A
j
µ(x, y)
ρ(x)γjl(y)A
j
ν(x, y) ρ(x)γkl(y)
)
(8)
where Aiµ(x, y) ≡ ξiα(y)Aαµ(x) and ξiα(y) are Killing vectors for describing the isometry of
the co-volume. If the co-volume B is homogeneous and isotropic, then its maximal isometry
group can have 1
2
N(N + 1) = N + 1
2
N(N − 1) Killing vectors. The 4-dimensional brane
breaks all the isometries except the ones that belong to the stability group. More precisely,
we denote ξα = (ξi, ξa) and there are N Killing vectors ξi, i = 1, 2, ..., N which correspond to
N broken translations due to the existence of the brane, i.e. ξi = ∂i and
1
2
N(N − 1) Killing
vectors ξa, a = 1, 2, ...,
1
2
N(N − 1), which correspond to 1
2
N(N − 1) unbroken generators.
These Killing vectors ξa may form an SO(N) Lie algebra as the cases considered in [2], i.e.
ξjk =
1
2
(yk∂j − yj∂k). Then one can also decompose Aαµ(x) = (Aiµ(x), Ajkµ (x)). Since [6, 8]
R4+N = R4 +
1
4
ργijξ
i
αξ
j
βF
α
µνF
βµν + Lscalar (9)
where the scalar term Lscalar can be calculated from ref. [8]. The 4D effective action is
SG = − 1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√
g [R4ρ
N
2 +
1
4
ρ
N+2
2 F αµνF
µν
α + L˜scalar] (10)
where we have used that
√
G =
√
det GMN =
√
det gµν
√
det γij ρ
N
2 ,
κ2D = κ
2
∫
B
dNy
√
γ (11)
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with ∫
B d
Ny
√
γγijξ
i
αξ
j
β∫
B d
Ny
√
γ
= δαβ . (12)
Here L˜scalar is obtained from Lscalar by integrating over the extra dimensions. The brane
action has the Nambu-Goto form
Sbrane = F
4
X
∫
d4x
√
dethµν
= F 4X
∫
d4x
√
det(gµν + ργijX iµX
j
ν) (13)
where X iµ(x) = A
i
µ(x) + ∂µφ
i(x).7 Analogously to the 5D case, we rescale the metric,
gµν = g˜µν ρ˜
− N
N+2 , the vector field, Xµ = κ
√
2
ρ˜
X˜µand scalar field ρ = ρ˜
2
N+2 so that the
higher dimensional metric (8) takes the form
GMN = ρ˜
− N
N+2
(
g˜µν + ρ˜γijA
i
µA
j
ν ρ˜γkjA
j
µ
ρ˜γjlA
j
ν ρ˜γkl
)
. (14)
With these rescalings the Einstein-Hilbert and Yang-Mills terms in the 4D effective action
(10) assume their canonical form. As in 5D case, we take ρ˜ = e∓<σ> and the brane action
becomes
Sbrane = e
± 2N
N+2
<σ>F 4X
∫
d4x
√
det(g˜µν + 2κ2γijX˜ iµX˜
j
ν) (15)
from which we extract the vector mass term e±
2N
N+2
<σ>κ2F 4XX˜
iµX˜iµ. Thus for any extra
dimensional space-time, there can be an exponential enhancement (or suppression) for the
vectors masses. Note that this exponential factor is reminiscent of that employed by the
Randall-Sundrum model [9] in relating the weak scale to the Planck scale. The fact that the
vacuum expectation value (vev) of the dilaton can control various coupling constants is well
known in string theory where the vacuum expectation value of the dilaton is related to the
string coupling.
When the 4D effective theory is constructed using the method of non-linear realizations
[2], the vector kinetic terms and mass terms arise as completely independent invariant La-
grangian monomials with the mass parameters arbitrary. Consequently, we treat the masses
of these vectors as free parameters to be constrained by experiment. The couplings of these
massive vectors to gravity and the Standard Model fields will be addressed in the next sec-
tion by applying the embedding geometry and deriving the Einstein equation on the brane.
Included in these interactions will be derivative couplings of Xµ to the Standard Model fields
which are related to the extrinsic curvature of the brane.
7In the brane action (13), any yi-coordinate dependence of the metric (8) and Aiµ(x, y) is eliminated using
the embedding functions yi = yi(x) = yi
0
+ ξij(y0)φ
j(x), where yi
0
is a particular position of the brane.
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3 Couplings of Brane Vectors to Gravity and Matter
3.1 Embedding geometry and Einstein equation on brane
In this section, the general couplings of Xµ to matter and gravity are deduced using the
embedding geometry [16] of the bulk-brane world scenario. This approach has been previ-
ously used [10] -[15] in brane scenarios and now we apply it to the case of brane vectors.
Introducing the embedding frame, e˜µ = Y
M
, µ∂M , ni = n
M
i ∂M , with ni, i = 1, 2, ...N the
normal vectors to the brane, the embedding conditions
GMN∂µY
M∂νY
N = hµν ,
GMN∂µY
MnNi = 0 ,
GMNn
M
i n
N
j = δij (16)
relate the higher dimensional metric and the induced metric on the brane as well as provide
the orthogonality condition of e˜µ and ni and the normalization of ni. Defining ∇µ ≡ e˜ Mµ ∇M ,
where ΓKMN are the higher dimensional Christoffel connections , the covariant derivatives of
the embedding frame basis are given by the Gauss-Weingarten equations [10] -[16]
∇µe˜ν = Γλµν e˜λ −Kiµνni ,
∇µni = Kiµν e˜ν +Bijµ nj (17)
which introduce the extrinsic curvature Kiµν , the 4-dimensional connection Γ
λ
µν , and the
twist potential Bijµ . These can be expressed in terms of the embedding frame basis and their
covariant derivatives, using the embedding conditions (16) as
Kiµν = −niM∇µ(Y M,ν ) , Γλµν = hλσY M,σGMN∇µ(Y N,ν) , Bµij = nMj∇µnMi . (18)
Since the covariant differentiation ∇M is torsion free, the extrinsic curvature is symmetric
[16], Kiµν = K
i
νµ. Further note that the twist potential vanishes in the case of co-dimension
one, N = 1. Using the Gauss-Weingarten equations, it is straightforward to deduce their
integrability conditions, the Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci equations [10] -[16], which relate the higher
dimensional Riemannian curvature tensor to the lower dimensional induced one, plus the
extrinsic curvature and the twist potential as
RˆKLMN e˜
K
ρe˜
L
σe˜
M
µe˜
N
ν = Rρσµν +K
i
µρKνσi −KiµσKνρi ,
RˆKLMN n
Kie˜L σe˜
M
µe˜
N
ν = ∇˜µKiνσ − ∇˜νKiµσ ,
RˆKLMN n
KinLj e˜Mµe˜
N
ν = F
ij
µν +K
i
µτK
τj
ν −KiντKτjµ (19)
where
Rλτµν = ∂νΓ
λ
µτ − ∂µΓλντ + ΓσµτΓλνσ − ΓσντΓλµσ ,
F ijµν = ∂µB
ij
ν − ∂νBijµ +Bikν Bjµk − Bikµ Bjνk ,
∇˜µKiνσ = ∇µKiνσ −BijµKνσj . (20)
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These are the basic ingredients of the embedding geometry and now we apply them to the
study of brane vectors. For simplicity, we consider a 5-dimensional space-time so the bulk-
brane world has co-dimension one and the twist potential Bijµ vanishes. In this case, we
can remove all the i, j indices and set Bijµ = 0 in the embedding condition (16), the Gauss-
Weingarten equations (17) and the expression of Kµν in (18). The last equation of (19)
becomes trivial and the first two equations are also simplified yielding,
RˆKLMN e˜
K
ρe˜
L
σe˜
M
µe˜
N
ν = Rρσµν +KµρKνσ −KµσKνρ ,
RˆKLMN n
K e˜L σe˜
M
µe˜
N
ν = ∇µKνσ −∇νKµσ . (21)
Using the 5D Einstein equation RˆMN − 12GMNRˆ = −κ25TˆMN where TˆMN is the 5D stress
energy tensor of matter sources and following [10], the Einstein equations on the brane take
the form
Rµν − 1
2
Rhµν + Eµν +Qµν = −2
3
κ25[TˆMN e˜
M
µe˜
N
ν + (TˆMNn
MnN − 1
4
Tˆ )hµν ] ,
∇τKτµ −∇µK = κ25 nM e˜NµTˆMN (22)
where
Eµν = CˆKLMN n
KnM e˜L µe˜
N
ν , Tˆ = G
MN TˆMN ,
Qµν = (KµνK −KµτKτν )−
1
2
hµν(K
2 −KστKστ ) , K = hµνKµν = TrK (23)
with CˆKLMN the 5D Weyl tensor. We first address the case where the 5D space-time is flat,
8 and work in static gauge defined as Y µ = xµ, Y 5 = φ(x) so that
e˜νµ = δ
ν
µ , e˜
5
µ = ∂µφ , Eµν = 0 ,
nµ = −∂µφ/
√
1 + ∂τφ ∂τφ , n5 = 1/
√
1 + ∂τφ ∂τφ ,
hµν = ηµν + ∂µφ ∂νφ , h
µν = ηµν − ∂µφ ∂νφ/(1 + ∂τφ ∂τφ) ,
Kµν = −∂µ∂νφ/
√
1 + ∂τφ ∂τφ ,
Rρσµν = (∂µ∂σφ ∂ν∂ρφ− ∂µ∂ρφ ∂ν∂σφ)/(1 + ∂τφ ∂τφ) . (24)
It follows that the only physical degree of freedom is the Nambu-Goldstone boson, φ, which
describes the fluctuation of the brane. Equations (22) are consistency equations for φ and its
derivatives. Since the extra dimensional translation is spontaneously broken, the dynamics of
the Nambu-Goldstone field φ can be secured using the conservation of the broken symmetry
current ∂µTˆ
µ5 = F 2φ∂
2φ+... = 0. Alternatively, the field equation follows from a minimization
the trace of extrinsic curvature as shown in [13]. This is equivalent to the p-brane equations of
8Strictly speaking the 5D space-time cannot be flat due to the presence of the brane as the matter source.
However, we assume that it does not bend the 5D space-time much so the metric can be considered as an
almost flat one.
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motion which one obtains from the Nambu-Goto action. It corresponds geometrically to the
minimal volume obtained from the embedding of the corresponding world volume into higher
dimensional space-time. In this case, if the brane is the only matter source in 5D spacetime,
then the vanishing condition of the trace of the extrinsic curvature K = hµνKµν = 0 leads
to
∂2φ =
∂µφ ∂νφ ∂µ∂νφ
1 + ∂τφ ∂τφ
(25)
which is recognized as the same equation of motion of φ as that obtained from the Nambu-
Goto action [7, 13]. Also the extrinsic curvature can be related to the rigidity of strings or
branes [17]. In general it is difficult to solve these equations and, moreover, the form of the
stress energy tensor TˆMN must be specified. However, the equations for φ can be converted
to an action which includes the leading couplings like ∂µφ ∂νφ T
µν
SM plus other higher order
derivative terms.
3.2 Brane vector and its couplings
Next consider a curved 5D space-time with the general Kaluza-Klein metric of eq. (1). The
Gauss-Coddazi equations and the induced Einstein equation now become more complicated
producing a set of differential equations for the spin-2 (4D graviton gµν), spin-1 (4D vector
Aµ ) and spin-0 (4D dilaton ρ). As discussed in refs. [1, 4, 5], the Higgs mechanism is
operational. Naively, one simply replaces ∂µφ → ∂µφ + Aµ → Xµ in eq. (22). Some care is
required, however, since ∂µ∂νφ has the ambiguity of being replaced by either ∂µXν or ∂νXµ.
Moreover, there are also terms dependent on the field strength Fµν . To resolve any ambiguity,
one must figure out the relation between nµ and Xµ. To do so, the 5D Kaluza-Klein metric
(1) is used to calculate the Christoffel connections and extrinsic curvature which are shown
to depend only on Xµ and gµν .
Consider the transformation laws of the various fields. A bulk vector field V M transforms
under a general coordinate transformation as
δǫV
M = ǫK∂KV
M − V K∂KǫM (26)
where ǫM = (ǫµ(x, y), ǫ5(x, y)). As in the usual 5D Kaluza-Klein theories, we take ǫµ = 0,
and ǫ5 = ǫ(x). This corresponds to a particular 5D general coordinate transformation (or a
gauge transformation for Aµ)
Y
′µ = Y µ(x) , Y
′5 = Y 5 − ǫ(x) (27)
so that φ(x) = Y 5(x). In addition, the zero mode fields gµν(x), Aµ(x), ρ(x), V
µ(x), V 5(x)
transform as
δǫφ = −ǫ(x) , δǫgµν = 0 ,
δǫAµ = ∂µǫ(x) , δǫρ = 0 ,
δǫV
5 = −V µ∂µǫ(x) , δǫV µ = 0 . (28)
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It is easy to see that Xµ ≡ Aµ + ∂µφ, Vˆ 5 ≡ AµV µ + V 5, Vˆ µ ≡ V µ, ρ and gµν are all
invariant under the transformation (27). From eq.(4), it follows that the induced metric
hµν = ρ
− 1
3 (gµν + ρXµXν) and all intrinsic geometric quantities on the brane, such as the
Christoffel connection, Riemannian tensor, Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar are invariant as well.
The normal vector and the extrinsic curvature can then be computed.
In Section 2, we discussed the role that ρ plays in modifying the mass of brane vectors.
Here, to simplify the calculation, we set ρ = κ = 1 and decompose the 5D metric as
GMN =
(
gµν + AµAν Aµ
Aν 1
)
= ST GˆS (29)
with S =
(
δτ ν 0
Aν 1
)
and Gˆ =
(
gρτ 0
0 1
)
. The matrix S when acting on a bulk vector
shifts only the fifth component so that, for example,
nˆM ≡ SMKnK = (nµ, n5 + Aνnν) . (30)
This provides an invariant form under the transformation (27) provided one takes V M = nM .
Acting on e˜M,µ = Y
M
,µ in the static gauge gives
Yˆ M,µ ≡ SMKY K,µ = (δνµ , Aµ + ∂µφ) = (δνµ , Xµ) . (31)
The embedding conditions can be written in this “shifted” frame as
hµν = gµν +XµXν , nˆ
µ = −Xµnˆ5 , gµνnˆµnˆν + (nˆ5)2 = 1 (32)
which can be readily solved yielding
nˆµ =
−Xµ√
1 +XµXµ
, nˆ5 =
1√
1 +XµXµ
(33)
where Xµ = gµνXν . To compute Γ
λ
µν and Kµν , only the first equation (Gauss equation) of
(17) needs to be solved. Multiplying by the matrix SLM on both sides gives
SLM∇µY M,ν = ΓλµνSLMY M,λ −KµνSLMnM
= ΓλµνYˆ
L
,λ −Kµν nˆL . (34)
To compute the left hand side, we use the 5D metric GMN to compute the connections
Γ¯λµν = Γ˜
λ
µν −
1
2
gλρ(AµFρν + AνFρµ) ,
Γ¯5µν =
1
2
Aρ(AµFρν + AνFρµ) +
1
2
(∇˜νAµ + ∇˜µAν) ,
Γ¯λ5µ = −
1
2
gλρFρµ, Γ¯
5
5µ =
1
2
AρFρµ (35)
8
where Fµν = Aν,µ − Aµ,ν = Xν,µ −Xµ,ν , and Γ˜λµν is built from gµν . It follows that
SLM∇µY M,ν =
{
Γ˜λµν − 12gλρ(FρµXν + FρνXµ) ; L=λ
1
2
(Xµ,ν +Xν,µ) ; L=5
. (36)
Now Γτµν and Kµν are computed as
Γτµν = Γ˜τµν − 1
2
(FτµXν + FτνXµ) +
1
2
Xτ (Xµ,ν +Xν,µ) ,
Kµν = − 1
2
√
1 +XµXµ
[Xρ(FρµXν + FρνXµ) + (∇˜νXµ + ∇˜µXν)] (37)
where ∇˜νXµ ≡ Xµ,ν − Γ˜λµνXλ. The Christoffel connection Γτµν coincides with the result
computed directly from the induced metric. When taking the flat 5D space-time limit, the
extrinsic curvature Kµν reduces to the previously obtained result (24). This expression is a
generalization of the so-called ADM formulation of gravity [18]. Since we did not include the
higher Kaluza-Klein modes, a term like ∂ygµν vanishes in Kµν . Note that besides gµν , the
only other field dependence in the induced metric, intrinsic curvature, extrinsic curvature etc.
occurs through the combination Xµ = Aµ+∂µφ. Moreover, as noted previously, the Maxwell
term FµνF
µν for Aµ, which was obtained from the decomposition of 5D Einstein-Hilbert term
Rˆ(5), does not change when replacing Aµ by Xµ so
Rˆ(5) = R(4)(g) +
1
4
FµνF
µν , Fµν = Xν,µ −Xµ,ν . (38)
On the other hand, one can derive a different decomposition of Rˆ(5) using eq. (21) as
Rˆ(5) = R(4)(h) + TrK2 − (TrK)2 + 2∇M(nM∇NnN − nN∇NnM) (39)
where TrK2 = KµνK
µν ,TrK = Kµνh
µν and hµν = gµν +XµXν (Note that R
(4)(h) is calcu-
lated from the induced metric hµν). Integrating and noting that we only include the zero
modes, one obtains∫
d4x
√
g [R(4)(h)−R(4)(g) + TrK2 − (TrK)2] =
∫
d4x
√
g
1
4
F 2 (40)
which is a simple relation among the scalar curvature R(4), the extrinsic curvature terms
TrK2, (TrK)2 and the Maxwell term F 2. It is easy to check this identity at the order
of O(X2) and this provides an alternative way to build the Maxwell term, which will be
discussed from the point of view of a 4D non-linear realization in the next section.
The expression for the normal vector can be used to extract the couplings of Xµ to
gravity and the Standard Model. Notice that the right hand side of the first equation in (22)
contains the term TˆMNn
MnNhµν . Since both TˆMN and n
M do not contain hµν explicitly, this
term in the Einstein equation must correspond to an action term√
dethµν TˆMNn
MnN =
√
h (T SMµν n
µnν + · · ·) (41)
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where we assume that the stress-energy tensor of the Standard model T SMµν is included in
TˆMN as in ref. [10] and the ellipsis represents other components of the TˆMN term. Using the
form for nˆµ (c.f. eq. (33))
nµ = nˆµ =
−Xµ√
1 +XµXµ
= −Xµ +O(X2) . (42)
Plugging into (41) and expanding in the power series of Xµ, one readily extracts the lowest
order couplings of Xµ to the Standard Model as i.e.
√
h T SMµν n
µnν ∼ √g XµXνT SMµν +O(X4) . (43)
This is the non-derivative coupling of brane vector Xµ to the Standard Model fields.
Next consider the derivative couplings to the Standard Model. The Xµ field strength
Fµν = Xν,µ −Xµ,ν = ∇˜µXν − ∇˜νXµ (44)
and (c.f. eq. (37))
Kµν = −1
2
(∇˜µXν + ∇˜νXµ) +O(X2) (45)
contain the anti-symmetric and symmetric pieces of ∂µXν respectively. Since both Fµν and
Kµν are invariant under the transformation (27), so is their product
FµρK
ρ
ν = Fµρg
ρτKτν
= ∇˜[νXρ∇˜ρXµ] +
1
2
(∇˜ρXµ∇˜ρXν − ∇˜µXρ∇˜νXρ) +O(X3) . (46)
Notice that the first term of last line of (46) is anti-symmetric in µ, ν while the second term
is symmetric. Since Xµ is a singlet under the Standard Model gauge group, the above com-
bination couples invariantly to the SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) singlet antisymmetric hypercharge
field strength Bµν and its dual B˜µν as
(κ1B
µν + κ2B˜
µν)FµρK
ρ
ν = (κ1B
µν + κ2B˜
µν)∇˜[νXρ∇˜ρXµ] +O(X3) . (47)
Here κ1, κ2 are dimensionless parameters. This interaction has the same dimension as the
XµXνTµν terms. In addition, Xµ has invariant couplings to the Standard Model scalar
doublet bilinear, ϕ†ϕ, which can contribute to the decay rate of the Standard Model Higgs
boson [3]. Combining terms (and taking the gµν = ηµν limit ) yields the effective action
S4D eff =
∫
d4x[ LSM − 1
4
FµνF
µν +
1
2
m2XX
µXµ ]
+
m2X
2F 4X
[ T µνSMXµXν + (κ1B
µν + κ2B˜
µν)FµρK
ρ
ν
+ (λ1KµνK
µν + λ2FµνF
µν + λ3FµνF˜
µν)(ϕ†ϕ− v
2
2
) ] . (48)
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The phenomenology based on the effective action (48) has been studied in ref.[3]. For N ≥ 2
isotropic codimensions, there is an SO(N) symmetry associated with the isometry of the
co-dimensional space. Under this symmetry, the Xµi vectors transform non-trivially while all
Standard Model fields are SO(N) singlets. As such, invariant couplings of the Xµi vectors
must occur in pairs and the vectors are stable. For the N = 1 case, the stability is insured
provided there is a discrete reflection symmetry in the extra dimension under which the
vector is odd, Xµ −→ −Xµ.
4 Connection to Coset Method
In the last two sections, we deduced the couplings of the brane vectors from the bulk-brane
world point of view using the embedding geometry. So doing, we constructed a four di-
mensional effective action detailing their interactions with gravity and matter fields. The
non-linear realization, or coset, method, provides another approach to four dimensional effec-
tive theories. Previously, the relation between the embedding geometry and the coset method
has been considered [4, 12, 13, 15] for the case of embedding a hypersurface into a flat higher
dimensional space-time. Here we consider the properties of a (p+ 1)-dimensional hypersur-
face embedded into a curved D-dimensional space-time with dynamical gravity. In fact, since
the brane vectors arise from the off-diagonal components of the higher dimensional metric,
their presence requires that the higher dimensional space-time be curved. Previously[2] we
showed how to generalize the coset formulation in order to include the gravitational fields.
In this section, we examine the connection between the two formalisms.
4.1 Embedding Geometry in Moving Frames
Thus far, we have employed the coordinate bases (e˜µ = Y
M
,µ∂M , ni = n
M
i ∂M) to describe the
embedding geometry. However, in order to make connection with the coset approach and
construct the Maurer-Cartan forms, we need Lie algebra valued matrices. To achieve this
correspondence, the embedding conditions can be recast[1, 4, 12, 13, 15] as
EAM ∂µY
M (U−1)aA = e
a
µ ,
EAM ∂µY
M (U−1)iA = e
i
µ = 0 (49)
where EAM is the higher dimensional vielbein and U
B
A = (U
B
a, U
B
i) are SO(1, D − 1)
matrices whose inverse is (U−1)AB ≡ ηACηBDUDC ≡ ((U−1)aB, (U−1)iB). Conditions (49)
show that EAM ∂µY
M is not the induced vielbein on the brane and one has to perform a
Lorentz rotation UBA to ensure that the induced vielbein and the induced metric satisfy
hµν = e
a
µe
b
νηab[1, 4]. First we briefly review the properties of the U
B
A matrices, which have
been discussed in detail in [4, 12, 13]. By definition, they satisfy
UACU
B
Dη
CD = ηAB, UACU
B
DηAB = ηCD (50)
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which are invariant under the independent left and right SO(1, D − 1)L × SO(1, D − 1)R
transformations
UAB −→ U˜AB = (ΛL)ACUCD(Λ−1R )DB . (51)
Equations (49) are invariant under the transformations SO(1, p) × SO(N) and thus the
group SO(1, D − 1)L is broken down to SO(1, p)× SO(N), while the SO(1, D − 1)R group
is unbroken. Therefore these UAB matrices parametrize a coset manifold
SO(1,D−1)
SO(1,p)×SO(N)
and
the embedding is Lorentz covariant due to the unbroken SO(1, D − 1)R symmetry.
Next we build connections between these two frames (actually the connections among
the coordinate basis, non-coordinate basis induced on the brane and the bulk geometry ).
The first equation of (49) shows how eaµ is related to E
A
M∂µY
M . If we define the normal
vectors as
niM ≡ EAM(U−1)iA (52)
then the second equation of (49) is just the orthogonality condition niM∂µY
M = 0. With
definition (52), it is easy to see that GMNn
M
i n
N
j = ηij = δij which is the normalization
condition of vectors ni. This shows that our definition for ni satisfies both orthogonality and
normalization conditions for normal vectors. Note, however, that ni is fixed only up to an
SO(N) rotation. The relations can be summarized as
ea = U
A
aEA = U
A
aE
M
A ∂M = e
µ
a ∂µY
M∂M ,
ni = U
A
iEA = U
A
iE
M
A ∂M = n
M
i ∂M . (53)
Also recall the coordinate basis used in the previous section
e˜µ = ∂µY
M∂M ,
ni = n
M
i ∂M . (54)
Now we write the Gauss-Weingarten equations in the non-coordinate basis, with new coeffi-
cients ωcab, K
i
ab and B
ij
b to be determined, as
∇eaeb = ωcabec −Kiabni ,
∇eani = Kica ec +Bija nj . (55)
After some straightforward, albeit lengthy, calculation, we find the Gauss-Coddazi-Ricci
equations in the non-coordinate basis are given by
RˆABCD U
A
aU
B
bU
C
cU
D
d = Rabcd +K
i
acKbdi −KibcKadi ,
RˆABCD U
A
iU
B
bU
C
cU
D
d = ∇˜cKbdi − ∇˜dKbci ,
Rˆ CDAB U
A
aU
B
bU
i
CU
j
D = F
ij
ab +K
i
acK
cj
b −KibcKcja (56)
where U jC = (U
−1)jC . In obtaining this result, we have employed the torsion free condition
ωcab−ωcba = Ccab. Note that the curvatures built from the spin connection and twist potential
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contain the anholonomy coefficient Ccab terms as
Rcdab = ebω
c
ad − eaωcbd + ωcbeωead − ωcaeωebd + Ceabωced ,
F ijab = eaB
ij
b − ebBija +Bikb Bjak − Bika Bjbk − CcabBijc ,
∇˜aKibc = eaKibc − ωdacKibd − ωdabKidc −Bija Kbcj . (57)
Using equations (53), the components of eq. (55) can be written in terms of the U matrices
as
∇ˆaUAb = ωcabUAc −KiabUAi ,
∇ˆaUAi = KbaiUAb +B jaiUAj (58)
where ∇ˆa ≡ UAa(EA + ΩA) and ∇ˆaUAm = UDa(E MD ∂MUAm + ΩADCUCm), for m = (b, i). Here
ΩABC is the higher dimensional spin connection. From equation (50), we obtain the expressions
for the extrinsic curvature, spin connection and twist potential respectively as
Kiab = −(U−1)iA∇ˆaUAb ,
ωcab = +(U
−1)cA∇ˆaUAb ,
Bjai = +(U
−1)jA∇ˆaUAi . (59)
One may recognize the U−1∇ˆU pattern in the above equations and consider them as the
components of a covariant Cartan form (This will be shown manifestly in the next section
through the coset approach)
(U−1∇ˆU)AB =
(
ωab K
a
j
−Kib Bij
)
(60)
with the one-forms Kib ≡ eaKiab, Bij ≡ eaBiaj , ωcb ≡ eaωcab. It follows that the Kiab and Kiµν ,
Bija and B
ij
µ , ω
c
ab and Γ
λ
µν are simply related as
Kiab = e
µ
a e
ν
b K
i
µν ,
Bija = e
µ
a B
ij
µ ,
ωcab = e
c
µe
ν
a (∂νe
µ
b + Γ
µ
νλe
λ
b ) = e
c
µe
ν
a ∇νe µb . (61)
Note the last equation in (61) is just the usual relation between spin connection and Christof-
fel symbol. As mentioned earlier, the coset manifold of SO(1,D)
SO(1,p)×SO(N)
is parametrized by the
matrices UAB = (e
ivaiM
ai
)AB where M
ai are the broken Lorentz generators. Following [4] one
obtains
(U−1)AB =


cos
√
vvˆ
sin
√
vvˆ√
vvˆ
v
−vˆ sin
√
vvˆ√
vvˆ
cos
√
vˆv

 (62)
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where v = vai, vˆ = v
j
b = δ
jiηbav
a
i. The embedding condition E
A
M∂µY
M(U−1)iA = 0 im-
poses 4N constraints which are the same as the number of the Nambu-Goldstone fields vai.
Therefore these constraints completely fix vai in terms of E
A
M ∂µY
M , though in general it is
difficult to solve these constraints. Here we only need the explicit expression for the induced
vielbein eaµ ( for calculation details see [4] )
eaµ = e
a
‖ λ(1 +M)
1
2
λ
µ , M = (eT‖ ηe‖)
−1eT⊥δe⊥ (63)
where ea‖ µ = E
a
M ∂µY
M , ei⊥ µ = E
i
M∂µY
M and η = ηab, δ = δij . Taking the Kaluza-Klein
vielbein as (indices with bars are the co-volume world ones)
EAM =
( Eaµ 0
E i
k¯
ξk¯αA
α
µ E ij¯
)
(64)
yields the induced vielbein on the brane
eaµ = Eaλ(δλµ +Xλi¯Xµ¯i)
1
2 (65)
which depends only on Eaλ and X iµ (note that EaµE bνηab = gµν). Therefore one can start with
the embedding frame (coordinate basis) and compute Kiµν , B
ij
µ in that frame and then use
the induced vielbein to convert them to the ones in the non-coordinate frame, and finally
obtain the covariant Cartan forms which may be used to build an invariant effective action
in 4D space-time.
4.2 Connecting with the Coset Approach
Previously, we presented [2] a detailed construction of the X vector coupling to gravity
and the Standard Model using coset methods. In that case, a p-brane is embedded in D
dimensional space-time resulting in the spontaneous breakdown of the symmetry group from
ISO(1, D − 1) to ISO(1, p) × SO(N), N = D − p − 1. The ISO(1, D − 1) generators
(MAB, PC) are decomposed into those of the stability group SO(1, p)× SO(N) generators
(Mab,Mij), the broken Lorentz generators Mai, the broken translation generator Pi and the
unbroken translation generators Pa. The coset element is taken to be
Ω(x) = eix
aPaeiφ
i(x)Pieiv
ai(x)Mai . (66)
A connection term which includes gravitational fields is then added to the Maurer-Cartan
form so that
ω = Ω−1∇Ω ≡ Ω−1(d+ iEˆ)Ω (67)
transforms analogously to the way it did in the global case
ω′(x′) = h(x)ω(x)h−1(x) + h(x)dh−1(x) , (68)
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with the stability group element h(x) ∈ SO(1, p)× SO(N).
To ascertain the meaning of the embedding condition in the coset method, consider the
general one form
ω = G−1(d+ iEˆ)G (69)
with G = PU , P ≡ eiY APA, U ≡ e i2vBCMBC and Eˆ ≡ dY M(EˆAMPA − 12Ω BCM MBC). Thus
ω = U−1P−1(d+ iEˆ)PU
= dY M [iEAMU−1PAU + U−1∂MU −
i
2
U−1Ω BCM MBCU ] (70)
where EAM ≡ EˆAM + δAM − Ω ABM YB is the shifted vielbein [2]. The above one form has
been decomposed according to the generators of SO(1, D − 1), i.e. the first term of the
last line in (70) takes values on PA, the second and third terms take values on MBC . Now
consider the embedding of the brane whose position is described by the embedding function
Y M = Y M(xµ) as before. Notice that the first term can be written as
i dY MEAMU−1PAU = i dxµ∂µY MEAMU−1PAU
= i dxµ∂µY
MEAML
B
A PB (71)
where L BA forms a vector representation of the SO(1, D − 1) Lorentz group. Imposing the
embedding condition as in (49)
EAM ∂µY
M L aA = e
a
µ , E
A
M ∂µY
M L iA = e
i
µ = 0 (72)
restricts the SO(1, D − 1) Lorentz matrices L BA to be coset elements of SO(1,D−1)SO(1,p)×SO(N) as we
have shown below equation (50). In other words, we may parametrize U = eivaiMai, instead
of a general SO(1, D − 1) Lorentz group element e i2vBCMBC , from the outset. Consequently
G = eiY APAeivaiMai is exactly the coset element in (66), which after taking the static gauge,
i.e. Y a = xa, Y i = φi, takes the form
eiY
APAeiv
aiMai = eix
aPaeiφ
i(x)Pieiv
ai(x)Mai (73)
while G−1(d+ iEˆ)G becomes the covariant Maurer-Cartan one form.
As in the flat background case of higher dimensional space-time [12, 15], it follows using
the Poincare algebra ISO(1, D− 1) commutators that
U−1PaU = (cos
√
vvˆ) ba Pb − (
sin
√
vvˆ√
vvˆ
) ca v
j
c Pj ,
U−1PiU = vˆ ci (
sin
√
vvˆ√
vvˆ
) bc Pb + (cos
√
vˆv) ji Pj . (74)
Comparing with (62), it is easy to see that by taking the vector representations for the
broken Lorentz generators Mai that (L
T )BA = (U
−1)BA. The angular momentum generator
piece in the decomposition of (70) is then computed as
ω = dY M [U−1∂MU − i
2
U−1Ω BCM MBCU ] (75)
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with U = eivaiMai. Once again, taking the matrix representation for all SO(1, D−1) Lorentz
generators as (MAB)CD = iη
CE(δAEδ
B
D − δADδAE), then (U)BA = UBA, and eq. (75) becomes
ω = dY M [U−1∂MU + U
−1ΩMU ]
= dxµ ∂µY
MEBM [(U
−1)aB(U
−1∇ˆaU) + (U−1)iB(U−1∇ˆiU)]
= dxµ eaµ(U
−1∇ˆaU) (76)
with ∇ˆa = UAa(EA + ΩA) (c.f. below equation (58)). Here the embedding condition has
been used in obtaining the last identity. Writing ω = 1
2
ωABM
AB and using the vector
representation for MAB , the identification
ωAB =
(
ωab ω
a
j
ωib ω
i
j
)
=
(
ωab K
a
j
−Kib Bij
)
(77)
is secured. Thus, using the embedding condition (49), it is established that the covariant
Maurer-Cartan 1-form components, the induced vielbein, the induced spin connection, the
extrinsic curvature and the twist potential, all have geometrical meanings. The coset ap-
proach and the embedding geometry construction yield identical results. As an example,
consider the 5D space-time case where the twist potential vanishes, Bijµ = 0, while K
i
µν and
Γλµν are given in eq. (37), and the induced vielbein is simply e
a
µ = Eaλ(δλµ + XλXµ)
1
2 (c.f.
eq. (65)). Hence all the components of the covariant Maurer-Cartan 1-form can be explicitly
expressed in terms of gravitational vielbein Eaµ, Xµ and their derivatives.
We end this section by considering other embedding conditions. So far we have analyzed
eq.(16) using the metric GMN and eq.(49) using the vielbein E
A
M . Note that the metric
tensor can be expressed in two different forms, called the K-K form and the ADM form, as
GMN =
(
gµν + gm¯n¯A
m¯
µ A
n¯
ν gm¯j¯A
m¯
µ
gi¯m¯A
m¯
ν gi¯j¯
)
K-K
=
(
hµν Nm¯j¯N
m¯
µ
Ni¯m¯N
m¯
ν Ni¯j¯ +Ni¯m¯Nj¯n¯h
λτN m¯λ N
n¯
τ
)
. ADM (78)
These two forms come from the different decompositions of the metric tensor, i.e. GMN =
ηABEAMEBN = ηABeAMeBN where the K-K vielbein EAM and the ADM vielbein eAM will be
given below. The fields (gµν , A
m¯
µ , gi¯j¯) and (hµν , N
m¯
µ , Ni¯j¯) are related as
hµν = gµν + gm¯n¯A
m¯
µ A
n¯
ν , (N
−1)m¯n¯ = gm¯n¯ + Aλm¯An¯λ , N
m¯
µ = (N
−1)m¯n¯Aµn¯ . (79)
Now consider embedding the brane into the bulk spacetime. The original embedding condi-
tion (49) corresponds to the ADM form
EAM ∂µY
M (U−11 )
B
A =
{
eaµ
0
⇐⇒ eAM =
(
eaµ η
abe λb N
k¯
λNk¯j¯
0 ei j¯
)
. (80)
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That is, an arbitrary higher dimensional vielbein EAM is projected by ∂µY
M and rotated by
U−11 into the first column of the ADM vielbein. Alternatively, a rotation by U
−1
2 produces
the K-K vielbein as
EAM ∂µY
M (U−12 )
B
A =
{ Eaµ
E i
k¯
X k¯µ
⇐⇒ EAM =
( Eaµ 0
E i
k¯
Ak¯µ E ij¯
)
. (81)
This corresponds to the condition used in the coset construction [2]. Note that X i¯µ and A
i¯
µ
coincide in the unitary gauge for the Nambu-Goldstone fields, i. e. φi = 0. Since these two
vielbeins are related by an SO(1, D − 1) matrix T as EAM = TABeBM , one can multiply (80)
by the matrix TAB, giving U2 = TU1. The explicit expression for T
A
B is
TAB =
( Eaµeµb −gm¯n¯hµνEaµAn¯νe m¯j
E i
k¯
Ak¯λe
λ
b E ik¯(δk¯m¯ −Nm¯n¯Aλk¯An¯λ)e m¯j
)
. (82)
The embedding condition (81) also requires that the expression of normal vectors be modified.
Formally, niM = E
A
M(U
−1
2 )
i
BT
B
A or more precisely
niM = (N
− 1
2 )ij [E
A
M(U
−1
2 )
j
A − e˜νME jk¯X k¯ν ] (83)
where e˜νM = GMNh
µν∂µY
N is given in section 2. Note that the normal vectors are determined
up to SO(N) rotations. Both conditions (80) and (81), with corresponding expressions (52)
and (83) for the normal vectors, lead to the same embedding condition (16). The condition
(80) is related to the embedding geometry more closely, while (81) splits the vielbein di-
rectly into the graviton and the brane vectors and is more convenient for phenomenological
applications.
5 Conclusions
It has been shown that Kaluza-Klein gravity in higher dimensional space-time, combined with
the brane world scenario, leads to extra vectors which couple to 4D gravity and the Standard
Model. The off diagonal components of the higher dimensional metric become massive
vector fields X iµ as a consequence of the gravitational Higgs mechanism. As an example, a 4
dimensional brane embedded in a 5D space-time was considered and intrinsic and extrinsic
geometrical objects, such as the induced metric, connections, extrinsic curvature and so on
were calculated. All these quantities depend on the 4D graviton and the vector Xµ. It
follows that Xµ is a salient dynamical degree of freedom for describing the fluctuation of the
brane. Both non-derivative and derivative couplings between Xµ and the Standard Model
fields were studied and a four dimensional effective action was constructed from the higher
dimensional theories and embedding geometry. Finally the relation between the embedding
and the coset approach was clarified by comparing the covariant Maurer-Cartan forms.
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